
Prince Chameleon 
BUILDING WORDS

Match words from Group One, Two and Three with words from Group 
A, B and C respectively to build new words. EXAMPLE: stairwell. 
You may use any word from Group A, B or C more than once within a 
group.

Group A work, head, while, bridge, back, chamber, well, stool, herds,  drop,
Group One 

1.  stairwell ______________________  2.  cow _____________________________
3.  horse__________________________  4.  fore _____________________________
5.  mean__________________________  6.  dew _____________________________
7.  bed____________________________  8.  draw ____________________________
9.  foot ___________________________  10. patch ___________________________

Group B glass, print, stairs, web, rise, ground, noon, fall, storm, lights, 
Group Two

11.  afternoon ____________________ 12.  sun ____________________________
13.  rush _________________________ 14.  down __________________________
15.  rain __________________________ 16.  night ___________________________
17.  foot __________________________ 18.  under __________________________

 19.  hour _________________________   20.  cob ____________________________

Group C fare, yard, toe, wheel, shoe, stone, thing, wax, fall
Group Three

21.  cartwheel ____________________ 22.  cobble __________________________
23.  every ________________________ 24.  water __________________________
25.  horse ________________________ 26.  bees ____________________________
27.  flag __________________________ 28.  court ___________________________
29.  fan ___________________________ 30.  tip______________________________
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Prince Chameleon 
FAULTS AND VIRTUES

 Can you write the correct word which is missing on each line?

ADJECTIVES NOUNS ADVERBS
(what’s he like?) (what is it?) (how does he act?)

1. Proud Pride Proudly PC  PD

2. Foolish Folly ____________ PC PD

3. Bold Boldness ____________ PC  PD

4. Powerful ____________ Powerfully PC  PD

5. Playful Playfulness ____________ PC  PD

6. Responsible ____________ Responsibly PC  PD

7. Imaginative ____________ Imaginatively PC  PD

8. Curious ____________ Curiously PC  PD

For each number, CIRCLE PC 
if the first word reminds you of 
Prince Chameleon.

For each number, CIRCLE PD 
if the first word reminds you of 
Prince Destiny.
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Appendix A

PRINCE CHAMELEON SPELLING “BEE” 

I hope you enjoyed the story of Prince Chameleon. Let’s see if you remember how to spell 
some of the new words. Find the worksheet entitled ‘Spelling Bee’ on Page 4 and write down the 
following words in the spaces from 1 to 20. Are you ready? Please listen carefully.

v Number 1. Prince Destiny keeps the accounts in the royal ledgers. Spell   
  LEDGERS.
v Number 2. The old falcon fairy has tangled hair of wiry silver. Spell WIRY.
v Number 3. The saucy young courtiers laugh at Prince Chameleon. Spell LAUGH. 
v Number 4. Prince Chameleon notices a tiny mushroom sprouting near the   
  road. Spell SPROUTING.
v Number 5. The wheels of Prince Destiny’s carriage are bound in iron. Spell  
  IRON. 
v Number 6. Princess Iris doesn’t wear her brocade ball gowns. Spell BROCADE. 
v Number 7. The artist doesn’t want to unveil the portrait of Princess Iris. Spell  
  UNVEIL. 
v Number 8. Prince Chameleon lies in bed, clasping his head in pain. Spell   
  CLASPING. 
v Number 9. Clumsy Prince Chameleon spills his crystal goblet of honey mead.  
  Spell HONEY. 
v Number 10. Prince Chameleon drops his rainbow cloak in the cedar chest.   
  Spell CHEST. 
v Number 11. The old Queen watches Prince Chameleon stride across the   
  courtyard to the counting house. Spell STRIDE. 
v Number 12. The portrait of Princess Iris is kept under a tiny glass dome. Spell  
  DOME. 
v Number 13. To revel in something means to enjoy it very much. Spell REVEL. 
v Number 14. Fish use their gills to breathe. Spell GILLS. 
v Number 15. Suddenly Prince Chameleon has a daring idea. “Marry me,   
  instead, Princes Iris,” he says. Spell DARING. 
v Number 16. A heavy flood of water is called a torrent. Spell TORRENT.
v Number 17.  The ugly old crone is stirring her potions. Spell CRONE.
v Number 18. To glitter means to twinkle brightly like a star. Spell GLITTER. 
v Number 19. Prince Chameleon has to scrub the moss from the stone basin.   
  Spell SCRUB. 
v Number 20. The minstrel plays his lute along the corridors of the Ocean   
  Gallery. Spell LUTE. 
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Prince Chameleon 

which word does not belong?
 Circle the odd word in each group

EXAMPLE:  Set One Set Two
Ambitious Underground spring Tint 
Determined Rainbow Colour
Bold Fountain Stain
Timid River Shadow-bar

Set Three Set Four Set Five
Saffron Veil Splashed
Gold Straight Gurgled
Green Curved Thundered
Yellow Oval Babbled

Set Six Set Seven
Keeper Iridescent
Scoundrel Opalescent
Sentinel Maze
Guardian Rainbow

Spelling ‘Bee’
Listen and spell each word 

1 ______________________________ 11_____________________________

2 ______________________________ 12_____________________________

3 ______________________________ 13_____________________________

4 ______________________________ 14_____________________________

5 ______________________________ 15_____________________________

6 ______________________________ 16_____________________________

7 ______________________________ 17_____________________________

8 ______________________________ 18_____________________________

9 ______________________________ 19_____________________________

10______________________________ 20_____________________________
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Prince Chameleon
Word Treasury

v rainbow
v fountain
v mist
v crown
v spurs
v soul
v coins
v rosepetal
v gold ring
v horse and carriage
v colour
v blockhead
v oyster shell
v potion
v opal
v stream
v forest
v hazy
v dewdrop
v Keeper of Souls
v scar
v babbling
v maze
v rule books
v furious
v falcon
v feverish
v limping
v hourglass
v wound
v vanish
v power
v riding whip
v mushroom
v riverbank
v fish hook
v shadows
v rainbow trout
v bow and arrow
v counting house
v portrait

 Choose any word from the
Prince Chameleon Word Treasury 

which makes you think of: 

 PRINCE DESTINY 
Example: Horse and carriage, riding whip
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

  
 PRINCE CHAMELEON

Example: Colour, rainbow, mushroom
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

 PRINCESS IRIS
Example: Riverbank, dewdrop
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

  
  THE RAINBOW FAIRY

Example: Hourglass, falcon, potion 
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................
..................................................................................

REMEMBER: The same word can be used for 
more than one person. Can you explain your 

choice?
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Prince Chameleon

WHAT HAPPENED FIRST?
 Can you put these sentences in order? Write 1, 2, 3, or 4 before 

each sentence. Number 1 in each group is done for you.

Group A
____ Prince Chameleon talks to a pretty mushroom.
_1__ The beautiful Rainbow Fairy christens Prince  Destiny.
____ Prince Chameleon hurts his head.
____ The old Rainbow Fairy appears, drained of all her colours.

Group B
____ Sad Prince Chameleon wears a black cloak. 
____ The old Queen bathes Prince Chameleon’s hurt foot. 
____ Prince Chamelon becomes a falcon.
_1__ The courtiers make fun of Prince Chameleon.

Group C
____ Prince Chameleon makes the Ambassador angry.
____ Prince Chameleon counts the gold coins in the treasury.
_1__ Prince Chameleon dresses in his brother’s clothes.
____ Prince Chameleon is sent away from the kingdom forever.

Group D
_1__ Princess Iris suddenly vanishes in the mist.
____ Prince Chameleon finds the ruins of a castle. 
____ Prince Chameleon follows the laughing river.
____ “You are late, young Prince!” shrieks a voice. 

Group E
____ Prince Chameleon paints the walls of the Rose Room. 
____ “First you must earn your soul,” says the old woman.
____ “I am Chameleon!” declares the Prince. 
_1__ Prince Chameleon must choose one of the coloured potions.
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